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I.
The Three Sources of Government

In this section we will explore the millennia-old classification of all specific

variations of governments under the triple general rubric of government “by the One,”

government “by the Few,” and government “by the Many.”

This rubric, although it may seem simplistic at first, turns out to have a great deal

of explanatory power in terms of (1) what makes governments per se good or bad, (2)

what specific kinds of governments best suit (or else render unhealthy) different

societies with their own sometimes widely unique geographies and histories, (3) what

factors or forces may be expected to tend towards either the preservation or the

dissolution of actual governments, and (4) what sorts of governments may be logically

expected to take the place of ones that fall into ruin and so bring their societies down.

Perhaps most intriguingly, this ancient system of classification provides us

moderns with some unusual opportunities for clarifying the what, why, and how of

tyranny.

Modern political philosophy concerns itself most fundamentally with the

possession of power over other people and their actions, leaving behind as so much

“impractical” and “wrong side of history” detritus critical questions about the is-ness of

power in terms of its difficult relationship with the ought-ness of ethics.

For modern political philosophy, power is a given, a neutral mechanism to be

grasped by the strongest and then applied coercively to the weaker, often in ways that

subtly deprive the weaker of a robust sense of personal agency. And power just is

politics.

This deeply-felt sense of personal disempowerment in the face of “the

Government” (again, thought of by self-absorbed moderns as just an external

mechanism of arbitrary applied force) in turn tends to give rise to the distorted and

merely connotative idea that tyranny just is the imposition of limits by “the

Government” upon the essentially only self-regulatable actions of a free person.

The ancient tripartite analysis of the possible general variations of government

per se helpfully bypasses such superficial (and often simply self-serving) complaints

about the very existence of limiting social structure and order.

These older, more sophisticated concepts help to point us instead toward deeper

discussions and questions about what sorts of limits on “free” persons are just built-in to

the world by God and also about more creative ways to arrange and regulate the

multiple intersecting types of authority that make politics both so intrinsically interesting

and sometimes maddeningly complicated.



1. Aristotle, Politics
(ca. 350 B.C.)

Having determined these points, we have next to consider how many forms of
government there are, and what they are; and in the first place what are the true forms, for when
they are determined the perversions of them will at once be apparent. The words constitution and
government have the same meaning, and the government, which is the supreme authority in
states, must be in the hands of one, or of a few, or of the many. The true forms of government,
therefore, are those in which the one, or the few, or the many, govern with a view to the common
interest; but governments which rule with a view to the private interest, whether of the one or of
the few, or of the many, are perversions. For the members of a state, if they are truly citizens,
ought to participate in its advantages. Of forms of government in which one rules, we call that
which regards the common interests, kingship or royalty; that in which more than one, but not
many, rule, aristocracy; and it is so called, either because the rulers are the best men, or because
they have at heart the best interests of the state and of the citizens. But when the citizens at large
administer the state for the common interest, the government is called by the generic name- a
constitution. And there is a reason for this use of language. One man or a few may excel in
virtue; but as the number increases it becomes more difficult for them to attain perfection in
every kind of virtue, though they may in military virtue, for this is found in the masses. Hence in
a constitutional government the fighting-men have the supreme power, and those who possess
arms are the citizens.

Of the above-mentioned forms, the perversions are as follows: of royalty, tyranny; of
aristocracy, oligarchy; of constitutional government, democracy. For tyranny is a kind of
monarchy which has in view the interest of the monarch only; oligarchy has in view the interest
of the wealthy; democracy, of the needy: none of them the common good of all. (Book III.7)

2. Polybius The Histories
(ca. 150 B.C.)

We cannot hold every absolute government to be a kingship, but only that which is
accepted voluntarily, and is directed by an appeal to reason rather than to fear and force. Nor
again is every oligarchy to be regarded as an aristocracy; the latter exists only where the power is
wielded by the justest and wisest men selected on their merits. Similarly, it is not enough to
constitute a democracy that the whole crowd of citizens should have the right to do whatever
they wish or propose. But where reverence to the gods, succour of parents, respect to elders,
obedience to laws, are traditional and habitual, in such communities, if the will of the majority
prevail, we may speak of the form of government as a democracy. So then we enumerate six
forms of government,—the three commonly spoken of which I have just mentioned, and three
more allied forms, I mean despotism, oligarchy and mob-rule. The first of these arises without



artificial aid and in the natural order of events. Next to this, and produced from it by the aid of art
and adjustment, comes kingship; which degenerating into the evil form allied to it, by which I
mean tyranny, both are once more destroyed and aristocracy produced. Again the latter being in
the course of nature perverted to oligarchy, and the people passionately avenging the unjust acts
of their rulers, democracy comes into existence; which again by its violence and contempt of law
becomes sheer mob-rule.1 No clearer proof of the truth of what I say could be obtained than by a
careful observation of the natural origin, genesis, and decadence of these several forms of
government. For it is only by seeing distinctly how each of them is produced that a distinct view
can also be obtained of its growth, zenith, and decadence, and the time, circumstance, and place
in which each of these may be expected to recur. (Book VI.4)

3. St. Augustine, City of God
(ca. A.D. 413-426)

Now Scipio, at the end of the second book, says: “As among the different sounds which
proceed from lyres, flutes, and the human voice, there must be maintained a certain harmony
which a cultivated ear cannot endure to hear disturbed or jarring, but which may be elicited in
full and absolute concord by the modulation even of voices very unlike one another; so, where
reason is allowed to modulate the diverse elements of the state, there is obtained a perfect
concord from the upper, lower, and middle classes as from various sounds; and what musicians
call harmony in singing, is concord in matters of state, which is the strictest bond and best
security of any republic, and which by no ingenuity can be retained where justice has become
extinct….”

When this question has been handled to the satisfaction of the company, Scipio reverts to
the original thread of discourse, and repeats with commendation his own brief definition of a
republic, that it is the good of the people. The people he defines as being not every assemblage or
mob, but an assemblage associated by a common acknowledgment of law, and by a community
of interests. Then he shows the use of definition in debate; and from these definitions of his own
he gathers that a republic, or good of the people, then exists only when it is well and justly
governed, whether by a monarch, or an aristocracy, or by the whole people. But when the
monarch is unjust, or, as the Greeks say, a tyrant; or the aristocrats are unjust, and form a faction;
or the people themselves are unjust, and become, as Scipio for want of a better name calls them,
themselves the tyrant, then the republic is not only blemished (as had been proved the day
before), but by legitimate deduction from those definitions, it altogether ceases to be. For it could
not be the people's good when a tyrant factiously lorded it over the state; neither would the
people be any longer a people if it were unjust, since it would no longer answer the definition of
a people - an assemblage associated by a common acknowledgment of law, and by a community
of interests. (Book II.21)



4. Thomas Aquinas, On Kingship1

(ca. A.D. 1260s)

If an unjust government is carried on by one man alone, who seeks his own benefit from
his rule and not the good of the multitude subjected to him, such a ruler is called a tyrant - a
word derived from strength - because he oppresses by might instead of ruling by justice. Thus
among the ancients all powerful men were called tyrants. If an unjust government is carried on,
not by one but by several, and if they be few, this is called an oligarchy, that is, the rule of a few.
This occurs when a few, who differ from the tyrant only by the fact that they are more than one,
oppress the people by means of their wealth. If, finally, the bad government is carried on by the
multitude, it is called a democracy, i.e., control by the populace, which comes about when the
plebeian people by force of numbers oppress the rich. In this way the whole people will be as
one tyrant.

In like manner we must divide just governments. If the government is administered by
many, it is given the name common to all forms of government, viz. Polity, as for instance when
a group of warriors exercise dominion over a city or province. If it is administered by a few men
of virtue, this kind of government is called an aristocracy, i.e., noble governance, or governance
by noble men, who for this reason are called optimates. And if a just government is in the hands
of one man alone, he is properly called a king… (Book I)

5. Jean Gerson, On Church Power and the Origin of Law and Right2

(ca. A.D. 1415)

NB: The term “perfect community,” used several times below, refers to a
community which is of such a size and such an organization that it can fully
provide for itself.

Political community is heavenly, about which we shall not speak at present, or human,
i.e., of our pilgrim state. And of this there are two kinds, churchly (commonly and appropriately
so-called) and secular. Three types of secular community are distinguished in Aristotle’s Politics
(1279a32ff.): kingdom, aristocracy, and what he calls by the general term “polity,” which we can
translate “timocracy.” A kingdom is a political community under one good man, or more
elaborately, a perfect community considered as a whole, governed under one man by his own
good laws for the common weal. For one man is “good,” whether king, emperor, or monarch, if
for the most part he means to use his power of government not for his own but the common
good. An aristocracy is a political community under a few good men, or more elaborately a

2 Cited in ibid., p. 528

1 Cited in Oliver O’Donovan and Joan Lockwood O’Donovan, eds., From Irenaeus to Grotius (Grand
Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdman’s Publishing Company, 1999), p. 332



perfect community considered as a whole, under a few men such as a senate, who for the most
part mean good for the common weal by their own laws. A polity in this special sense, or
timocracy, is a political community under the largest number of good men, or more elaborately, a
perfect community considered as a whole, governed by the largest number who for the most part
intend to benefit the common weal by their laws. (§10)

6. Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan
(A.D. 1651)

Differences amongst commonwealths come from differences in the sovereign, or the
person who represents every one of the multitude. The sovereignty resides either in one man, or
in an assembly of more than one; and ·when it is an assembly· either every man has right to enter
the assembly or not everyone but only certain men distinguished from the rest. So, clearly, there
can be only three kinds of commonwealth. For the representative must be one man or more than
one; and if more than one, then it’s either the assembly of all ·the multitude· or an assembling
containing only some of them. When the representative is one man, the commonwealth is a
MONARCHY; when it’s an assembly of only some of the multitude, then it is called an
ARISTOCRACY; when it’s an assembly of all that are willing come together, it is a
DEMOCRACY or popular commonwealth. There can’t be any other kind of commonwealth,
because the sovereign power (which I have shown to be indivisible) must be possessed by one,
by more than one but less than all, or by all. (Part II, Ch. 19)

7. Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics
(ca. 350 B.C.)

There are three kinds of constitution, and an equal number of
deviation-forms--perversions, as it were, of them. The constitutions are monarchy, aristocracy,
and thirdly that which is based on a property qualification, which it seems appropriate to call
timocratic, though most people are wont to call it polity. The best of these is monarchy, the worst
timocracy. The deviation from monarchy is tyranny; for both are forms of one-man rule, but
there is the greatest difference between them; the tyrant looks to his own advantage, the king to
that of his subjects. For a man is not a king unless he is sufficient to himself and excels his
subjects in all good things; and such a man needs nothing further; therefore he will not look to
his own interests but to those of his subjects; for a king who is not like that would be a mere
titular king. Now tyranny is the very contrary of this; the tyrant pursues his own good. And it is
clearer in the case of tyranny that it is the worst deviation-form; but it is the contrary of the best
that is worst. Monarchy passes over into tyranny; for tyranny is the evil form of one-man rule
and the bad king becomes a tyrant. (VIII.10)



8. Cicero, On the State
(54 B.C.)

Therefore that common interest, that is the commonwealth, who can recognize it when all
are oppressed by the cruelty of one; when no bond of Law exists, nor that consent of congregated
society, which constitutes a people. And this very condition of the Syracusans: a celebrated city,
as Timæus says, the first among the Greeks, and the most beautiful of them all: its harbour
embosomed within the walls, its canals running through the city: its broad streets, its porticoes,
temples, fortifications, all these did not help to constitute a commonwealth, while Dionysius
reigned. The people had no part in them, for the very people belonged to one man. Therefore
where there is a tyrant, it is not a vitiated commonwealth, as I said yesterday, but reason compels
us to declare plainly that no commonwealth at all exists. (Book III.31)

9. Plutarch, Comparison of Romulus and Theseus
(ca. A.D. 100)

Both [Thesus and Romulus] were born statesmen, yet neither behaved himself as a king
should do, but, from similar motives, the one erred on the side of democracy, the other on that of
despotism. The first duty of a king is to preserve his crown; and this can be effected as well by
refraining from improperly extending his rights as by too great eagerness to keep them. For he
who either gives up or overstrains his prerogative ceases to be a king or constitutional ruler, but
becomes either a despot or demagogue; and in the one case is feared, in the other despised by his
subjects. Still the one is the result of kindliness of disposition, and the other that of selfishness
and ferocity.

10. Gregory the Great, Pastoral Rule
(ca. A.D. 590)

...commonly a ruler, from the very fact of his being pre-eminent over others, is puffed up
with elation of thought; and, while all things serve his need, while his commands are quickly
executed after his desire, while all his subjects extol with praises what he has done well, but have
no authority to speak against what he has done amiss, and while they commonly praise even
what they ought to have reproved, his mind, seduced by what is offered in abundance from
below, is lifted up above itself; and, while outwardly surrounded by unbounded favour, he loses
his inward sense of truth; and, forgetful of himself, he scatters himself on the voices of other
men, and believes himself to be such as outwardly he hears himself called rather than such as he
ought inwardly to have judged himself to be. He looks down on those who are under him, nor



does he acknowledge them as in the order of nature his equals; and those whom he has surpassed
in the accident of power he believes himself to have transcended also in the merits of his life; he
esteems himself wiser than all whom he sees himself to excel in power. For indeed he establishes
himself in his own mind on a certain lofty eminence, and, though bound together in the same
condition of nature with others, he disdains to regard others from the same level; and so he
comes to be even like him of whom it is written, He beholds all high things: he is a king over all
the children of pride Job 41:25. Nay, aspiring to a singular eminence, and despising the social
life of the angels, he says, I will place my seat in the north, and I will be like the Most High
Isaiah 14:13. Wherefore through a marvellous judgment he finds a pit of downfall within
himself, while outwardly he exalts himself on the summit of power. For he is indeed made like
the apostate angel, when, being a man, he disdains to be like men. Thus Saul, after merit of
humility, became swollen with pride, when in the height of power: for his humility he was
preferred, for his pride rejected; as the Lord attests, Who says, When you were little in your own
sight, did I not make you the head of the tribes of Israel 1 Samuel 15:17? He had before seen
himself little in his own eyes, but, when propped up by temporal power, he no longer saw
himself little. For, preferring himself in comparison with others because he had more power than
all, he esteemed himself great above all. Yet in a wonderful way, when he was little with himself,
he was great with God; but, when he appeared great with himself, he was little with God . Thus
commonly, while the mind is inflated from an affluence of subordinates, it becomes corrupted to
a flux of pride, the very summit of power being pander to desire. And in truth he orders this
power well who knows how both to maintain it and to combat it. He orders it well who knows
how through it to tower above delinquencies, and knows how with it to match himself with
others in equality. For the human mind commonly is exalted even when supported by no
authority: how much more does it lift itself on high when authority lends itself to its support!
Nevertheless he dispenses this authority aright, who knows how, with anxious care, both to take
of it what is helpful, and also to reject what tempts, and with it to perceive himself to be on a par
with others, and yet to put himself above those that sin in his avenging zeal. (Part II.6)

11. Honorius Augustodunensis, Summa Gloria3

(ca. A.D. 1120)

We should not pass over in silence the fact that Nimrod the giant descended from the seed
of Ham - Nimrod, who built the tower of Babel against God, by which he became the first to
acquire a worldwide tyranny. He was the first to teach the worship of idols. From this root came
forth Ninus [founder of Nineveh], who first usurped the scepter of monarchy for himself, and by
his strength subdued the families of the other brothers, that is of Shem and Japhet. Tyrants
imitate him even now, who seize improper control of the laws of the kingdom and cruelly

3 Cited in Oliver O’Donovan and Joan Lockwood O’Donovan, eds., From Irenaeus to Grotius (Grand
Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdman’s Publishing Company, 1999), p. 263



oppress the clergy and people. Since the princely rule of this Ninus and his successors was not
supported by divine authority, it is called not “royal rule,” but “tyranny.” (§2)

12. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica
(ca. 1265-1273)

A kingdom is the best form of government of the people, so long as it is not corrupt. But
since the power granted to a king is so great, it easily degenerates into tyranny, unless he to
whom this power is given be a very virtuous man: for it is only the virtuous man that conducts
himself well in the midst of prosperity, as the Philosopher observes (Ethic. iv, 3). Now perfect
virtue is to be found in few: and especially were the Jews inclined to cruelty and avarice, which
vices above all turn men into tyrants. Hence from the very first the Lord did not set up the kingly
authority with full power, but gave them judges and governors to rule them. But afterwards when
the people asked Him to do so, being indignant with them, so to speak, He granted them a king,
as is clear from His words to Samuel (1 Kings 8:7): "They have not rejected thee, but Me, that I
should not reign over them."

Nevertheless, as regards the appointment of a king, He did establish the manner of
election from the very beginning (Dt. 17:14, seqq.): and then He determined two points: first,
that in choosing a king they should wait for the Lord's decision; and that they should not make a
man of another nation king, because such kings are wont to take little interest in the people they
are set over, and consequently to have no care for their welfare: secondly, He prescribed how the
king after his appointment should behave, in regard to himself; namely, that he should not
accumulate chariots and horses, nor wives, nor immense wealth: because through craving for
such things princes become tyrants and forsake justice. He also appointed the manner in which
they were to conduct themselves towards God: namely, that they should continually read and
ponder on God's Law, and should ever fear and obey God. Moreover, He decided how they
should behave towards their subjects: namely, that they should not proudly despise them, or
ill-treat them, and that they should not depart from the paths of justice. (Summa Theologica I.II,
Q. 105, A.1, Rep. 2)

13. John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion
(A.D. 1559)

...if you compare the different states with each other, without regard to circumstances, it
is not easy to determine which of these has the advantage in point of utility, so equal are the
terms on which they meet. Monarchy is prone to tyranny. In an aristocracy, again, the tendency is
not less to the faction of a few, while in popular ascendancy there is the strongest tendency to
sedition. When these three forms of government, of which philosophers treat, are considered in



themselves, I, for my part, am far from denying that the form which greatly surpasses the others
is aristocracy, either pure or modified by popular government, not indeed in itself, but because it
very rarely happens that kings so rule themselves as never to dissent from what is just and right,
or are possessed of so much acuteness and prudence as always to see correctly. Owing, therefore,
to the vices or defects of men, it is safer and more tolerable when several bear rule, that they may
thus mutually assist, instruct, and admonish each other, and should any one be disposed to go too
far, the others are censors and masters to curb his excess. (IV.20.8)

14. Montesquieu, The Spirit of the Laws
(A.D. 1748)

As democracies are subverted when the people despoil the senate, the magistrates, the
judges of their functions, so monarchies are corrupted when the prince insensibly deprives
societies or cities of their privileges. In the former case the multitude usurp the power, in the
latter it is usurped by a single person. “The destruction of the dynasties of Tsin and Soui,” says a
Chinese author, “was owing to this: the princes, instead of confining themselves, like their
ancestors, to a general inspection, the only one worthy of a sovereign, wanted to govern
everything immediately by themselves.” The Chinese author gives us in this instance the cause
of the corruption of almost all monarchies. Monarchy is destroyed when a prince thinks he shows
a greater exertion of power in changing than in conforming to the order of things; when he
deprives some of his subjects of their hereditary employments to bestow them arbitrarily upon
others; and when he is fonder of being guided by fancy than judgment. Again, it is destroyed
when the prince, directing everything entirely to himself, calls the state to his capital, the capital
to his court, and the court to his own person. It is destroyed, in fine, when the prince mistakes his
authority, his situation and the love of his people, and when he is not fully persuaded that a
monarch ought to think himself secure, as a despotic prince ought to think himself in danger.
(Book VIII.6)

15. Jean Jacques Rousseau, The Social Contract
(A.D. 1762)

...we have considered the prince as a moral and collective person, unified by the force of the
laws, and charged by the state with holding and exercising the executive power. Let us now
consider this power when it is gathered into the hands of one natural person, one real man, who
alone has the right to exercise it in accordance with the laws. Such a person is called a ‘monarch’
or ‘king’. Whereas in some forms of administration a collective being represents an individual, in
this one an individual represents a collective being; so that the moral unity that constitutes the



prince is at the same time a physical unity, and all the qualities that in the other case are
laboriously brought together by the law are here naturally united. Thus one single motive power
generates the will of the people, the will of the prince, the public force of the state, and the
particular force of the government. All the springs of the machine are in the same hands, the
whole moves towards the same end; there are no conflicting movements that could cancel one
another out, and a small input of effort produces a large output of action—indeed we can’t
imagine a kind of constitution with a better input-output ratio. Archimedes, seated quietly on the
bank and easily pulling a great vessel through the water with a long lever·, represents for me a
skilful monarch, governing vast states from his study, moving everything while seeming,
himself, not to move. No government is more vigorous than this, and also there’s no government
in which the particular will holds more sway and more easily rules the other wills. It is indeed
true that ‘the whole moves towards a single end’, but the end in question is not public happiness,
and all the energy of this administration is constantly being used to harm the state. Kings want to
be absolute, and the distant cry comes to them ‘The best way to do that is to be loved by your
people’. This is a fine maxim, and there’s even some truth in it; but unfortunately the court will
always make fun of it. The power that comes from a people’s love is no doubt the greatest; but it
is precarious and conditional, and princes will never rest content with it. The best kings want to
be so placed that they can be wicked if they want to, without losing their mastery. A political
sermoniser may tell them that, because the people’s strength is their own, their chief interest is
that the people should be prosperous, numerous and formidable; but there’s no point in telling
them this because they know very well that it’s not true! Their first personal interest is that the
people should be weak, wretched, and unable to resist them. I admit that the prince’s interest
would indeed be that his people should be powerful, so that its power, being his own, would
make him formidable to his neighbours—that would be in his interests provided he could still
keep his subjects in submission. But strength is incompatible with submission, so a prince has to
choose; and he naturally gives the preference to the principle that is more to his immediate
advantage. That is what Samuel put strongly before the Hebrews [1 Samuel 8:10–18], and what
Machiavelli has clearly shown. While pretending to teach kings, he was really giving extensive
lessons to the people. His The Prince is the book of Republicans. (Book III.6)

16. John Stuart Mill, On Liberty
(A.D. 1859)

The struggle between liberty and authority is the most conspicuous feature of the parts of
history of which we have the oldest records, particularly in the histories of Greece, Rome, and
England. But in olden times this contest was between subjects (or some classes of them) and the
government. By ‘liberty’ was meant protection against the tyranny of the political rulers. Except
in some of the democratic governments of Greece, the rulers were seen as inevitably being
antagonists of the people whom they ruled. The rulers consisted of a single governing person or a
governing tribe or caste •who derived their authority from inheritance or conquest, or at any rate



didn’t have it through the consent of the governed, and whose supremacy men didn’t risk
challenging (and perhaps didn’t want to challenge), whatever precautions might be taken against
its being used oppressively. Their power was regarded as necessary, but also as highly dangerous
because it was a weapon that they would try to use against their subjects as much as against
external enemies. To prevent the weaker members of the community from being preyed on by
innumerable vultures, there needed to be a predator stronger than the rest, whose job was to keep
the vultures down. But as the king of the vultures would be just as intent on preying on the flock
as would any of the minor predators, the subjects had to be in a perpetual attitude of defence
against his beak and claws. So the aim of patriots was to set limits to the power that the ruler
should be allowed to have over the community; and this limitation was what they meant by
‘liberty’. (Chapter 1)


